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Deal made with friend need help asap please ALL
Posted by lee1999 - 19 Mar 2022 21:15
_____________________________________

Hi helpers 

I have a taphsic method set up with a friend who was with me in Yeshivah. This is the rules
before a fall one has to walk min 15 min, and call each other or a mentor and say clearly i want
to fall. If one falls without any of this its 70 pound for pm and £50 for m. If you do the above it is
35 for pm and 25 for m.

 However you fall you must stay up Thursday night after,or for one week straight be before
berachos and stay right till the end.

The score is 18/3 to him ive lost so much money and been up so many weeks!!!!! Any tips how i
can get better this deal??? Or help to stop!!!

Ive asked if I should cancel the deal for evidently im an addict and hes not. Daas tora said if I
quit this guy will go rock bottom and thats no good and i should carry on!!!!

Please help im at home for a long time now,since my dad was niftar im in year and purim
halochos in the first year not for me in israel ie music etc so im home already.

Plus there is so much hardships going on at home real tough pain and nisyanos and it makes it
so hard!!!!!!!!!

there is so many upsetting things going on it makes the nisayon really tough please respond
any tips and help

I NEED YOU ALLL

========================================================================
====

Re: Deal made with friend need help asap please ALL
Posted by Bilaam Harasha to Yosef Hatzaddik - 20 Mar 2022 00:56
_____________________________________

If you have access to unrestricted internet, you're setting yourself up for failure sooner or later
and this includes having access to "borderline" websites like youtube (I only put that in quotes
because it has much immodest material to look). And since you say you've fallen so many
times, I assume that you do have access to unrestricted internet though some means, and if
that's the case look into the free filters I listed in my signature below. They work as whitelists
and have many accountability features. It's a halachic obligation to get them, so if it needs any
explaining to people, tell them it's literally just halacha. If that's not the case and you have other
problems, let the chevra know.
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========================================================================
====

Re: Deal made with friend need help asap please ALL
Posted by Vehkam - 20 Mar 2022 01:09
_____________________________________

Did you ask daas Torah yourself? I don’t believe the impact on your friend is part of the
calculation. You have to do something that works for you. Make sure that the person advising
you knows you well.

========================================================================
====

Re: Deal made with friend need help asap please ALL
Posted by Markz - 20 Mar 2022 02:43
_____________________________________

Vehkam wrote on 20 Mar 2022 01:09:

Did you ask daas Torah yourself? I don’t believe the impact on your friend is part of the
calculation. You have to do something that works for you. Make sure that the person advising
you knows you well.

Once you’re at it - Ask the Daas Torah “what’s so bad if my friend hits rock bottom? My friends
on gye say that’s where life begins for someone who needs it”

========================================================================
====

Re: Deal made with friend need help asap please ALL
Posted by lee1999 - 20 Mar 2022 15:09
_____________________________________

Thanks 

he does do you think stopping is ideal?

========================================================================
====

Re: Deal made with friend need help asap please ALL
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Posted by Vehkam - 20 Mar 2022 18:03
_____________________________________

It sounds like an adjustment to your deal might be necessary.  You certainly don’t want to get to
the point where you give up hope because of something that isn’t working.  (it’s also possible
that it will work and your numbers will get better- that’s why I said to make sure the person
knows you well. )

========================================================================
====

Re: Deal made with friend need help asap please ALL
Posted by wilnevergiveup - 21 Mar 2022 06:03
_____________________________________

I think it's recommend that you add a clause that cancels your end of the deal after a specific
number of times. in your case, while a taphsik may or may not help, I would imagine that it
should not involve someone else. It should be about you and what works for you, and you can
make a deal with a Rebbe (or a friend) that makes for you and is doable and the money can go
to a third party (like Yeshiva). 

For some people, the challenge of trying to win over their friends is a great motivation, for many
it's not. Clearly this is not working for you and therefore I would imagine a little tweaking is
necessary. Don't make it about a competition, instead do what's good for you.

You might also want to look at some of the other tools on GYE first ans I am not sure this one is
working for you.

Hatzlacha!

========================================================================
====
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